
Sculpture – I can create a 3D form sculpture using paper, tape and paint.  

1. What are the dimensions of the sculpture?  

 A. Height ____________________________________ 

 B. Width ____________________________________ 

 C. Depth. ___________________________________ 

2. Pedestal 

 A. Is there a pedestal? _________________________ 

 B. Does the overall dimensions include the pedestal? __________________ 

 C.  What color is the pedestal? ________________________________ 

 D. What is the shape of the pedestal? ________________________________ 

3. Sculpture 

 A. What is the subject of the sculpture? ___________________________________________ 

 B. What is the color and why was it used ? _________________________________________ 

 

 C. Is the sculpture dynamic or static? __________________________________   

4. Added mood, whimsy or companion.  

 A. What object was added to the sculpture to add a mood?_______________________ 

 B. What mood was created? ________________________________________________ 

 C. How was the mood created? _______________________________________________ 

5. Process 

Write a paragraph detailing the materials and methods used to create the sculpture. Include any extra 

texture or coloring process. (This can be typed up or put on a different sheet if more space is needed. ) 

 

 

 



Grading :  Put down what you feel you should get for a grade on this project.  

1.Work ethic:  Did you use your time well?  0 to 10 points __________________ 

2.  Craftsmanship: Does your piece look professional and ready to be shown in public.  

0 to 10 points ___________________________ 

3. Size requirement: min. size is 10 inches by 8 inches.  Maximum size is 24 inches by 24 inches.  

0 to 10 points. ________________ 

4. Pedestal: Is there a pedestal?   0 to 5 points ___________________ 

5.  Pedestal :  Does the sculpture look comfortable on the pedestal? Not to big, or to small.   

0 to 5 points. ____________________ 

6. Is the piece colored or textured in some way? 0 to 5 points ________________________ 

7.  Is there a companion or extra colored addition that shows a mood for the piece?  

0 to 5 points. __________________________ 

8.  Subject representation:  Can the subject of the work be recognized?  0 to 5 points_____________ 

9.  School Appropriate: 0 to 5 points _______________________ 

10.  The sculpture has sculpture elements on all sides and can be viewed in the round.   

0 to 5 points. ____________________ 

Send in four pictures of your sculpture: One from each side, one from the front and one from the back.  

Write a paragraph defending your grade.   

 


